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NEOCORTICAL LAYER 5 PYRAMIDAL neurons are characterized by extensively branched apical tuft dendrites in cortical layer 1, which are known to receive top-down and feedback inputs from cortical and thalamic regions (Cauller 1995; Larkum et al. 2009; Oda et al. 2004; Thomson and Bannister 2003) . Besides these excitatory inputs, recent studies (Kapfer et al. 2007; Murayama et al. 2009; Silberberg and Markram 2007) have shown that the distal apical dendrites of pyramidal cells also receive prominent recurrent inhibitory inputs from a particular class of GABAergic interneurons, namely, somatostatin-positive, low-threshold spiking (LTS) Martinotti cells which preferentially synapse on these distal dendrites (Ascoli et al. 2008; Kawaguchi and Kubota 1997; Thomson et al. 1995; Wang et al. 2004 ). LTS cells have been shown to form an electrically coupled network via specific gap junctions (Gibson et al. 1999) , which is distinct from the network of fast spiking (FS) cells, another class of GABAergic interneurons, which, in contrast, selectively targets pyramidal somata and proximal dendrites. Several studies (Fanselow and Connors 2010; Fanselow et al. 2008; Mancilla et al. 2007; Vierling-Claassen et al. 2010) have suggested that LTS cells can fire in synchrony at relatively slow frequencies (5ϳ30 Hz, around the -to ␤-frequency ranges), presumably by virtue of electrical coupling, again in contrast to the FS cells, which typically show synchronized firing in the ␥-frequency range (30ϳ80 Hz) (Buszsaki 2006; Fries 2009; Gouwens et al. 2010; Hasenstaub et al. 2005; Kopell and Ermentrout 2004; Morita et al. 2008; Tateno et al. 2004; Tiesinga and Sejnowski 2009; Wang and Buzsaki 1996; Whittington and Traub 2003) . Cholinergic agonists induce beta oscillations in superficial layers of prefrontal cortical slices, which are independent of rhythms in the deeper layers (van Aerde et al. 2009 ). It is, therefore, quite likely that LTS cell-mediated recurrent inhibition onto the pyramidal apical tuft dendrites is modulated at frequencies in the -to ␤-range in certain conditions in vivo. To understand the operation of recurrent inhibition in the neocortical circuit, as well as its interaction with top-down and feedback inputs, it is therefore important to know how concerted oscillatory modulation of distal inhibitory synaptic inputs could control the response of pyramidal cells. So far, however, no study has specifically addressed this issue. Experimentally controlling a large number of synaptic inputs to a single pyramidal cell is effectively impossible, and thus compartmental modeling (Mel 1993; Rall 1964; Segev et al. 1989 ) has been used extensively to study synaptic integration. However, to our knowledge, no computational study has so far focused on the effects of distal, distributed oscillating inhibition, except in morphologically simplified models (Vierling-Claassen et al. 2010) , or where inhibition was uniformly spread over the whole dendritic tree, and oscillation frequency was fixed in the ␥-range (Morita et al. 2008) . In this work, we used detailed compartmental models of layer 5 pyramidal cells to examine how inhibitory inputs distributed specifically over the apical tuft dendrites regulate neuronal output, depending on the degree and frequency of common rhythmic modulation of these inputs. We found that the impact of the distal dendritic inhibition depends critically on the existence and the frequency of oscillatory modulation and suggest that this phenomenon is important for inter-and intra-areal computations in the cortex.
METHODS
Modeling of layer 5 pyramidal cells. Simulations were performed using NEURON version 7.0 (Hines and Carnevale 1997) . Two different pyramidal cell morphologies were investigated: one was obtained from the ModelDB section of the Senselab database (http:// senselab.med.yale.edu) based on the work in Mainen and Sejnowski (1996) . The second was obtained from Larkum et al. (2009) . The model included five voltage-dependent currents as specified in Mainen and Sejnowski (1996) : fast Na ϩ (I Na ), fast K ϩ (I Kv ), slow, non-inactivating K ϩ (I Km ), and high-threshold, slowly-inactivating Ca 2ϩ , as well as a Ca 2ϩ -dependent potassium current (I KCa ), and calcium diffusion, buffering, and clearance mechanisms. The equations of all the currents used in Mainen and Sejnowski (1996) are specified as follows: current (I) for each channel type is given by I ϭ ga x b (v Ϫ E), where g is the local conductance density, a is an activation variable with x-order kinetics, b is an optional inactivation variable, v is the local membrane potential, and E is the reversal potential for the ionic species (E leak ϭ Ϫ70 mV, E K ϭ Ϫ90 mV, E Ca ϭ 140 mV, E Na ϭ 60 mV). Internal calcium concentration ([Ca 2ϩ ] i ) was computed using entry via calcium current (I Ca [Ca 2ϩ ] ϱ ϭ 0.1 M, recovery time constant R ϭ 80 ms, and V is the volume of the submembrane shell in which calcium accumulates, which extends 0.1 m below the membrane, and F is Faraday's constant. Channel activation and inactivation variables were expressed in terms of a steady-state value, ␣ ϱ (v), and a time constant, a (v), which were calculated from a conventional first-order reaction scheme with forward rate ␣ and backward rate ␤, giving ␣ ϱ (v) ϭ ␣/(␣ ϩ ␤), a (v) ϭ 1/(␣ ϩ ␤). The specific rate functions for each current were as follows (in ms 
A hyperpolarization-activated current (I h ) was inserted in the distal dendrites with a conductance of 10 pS/m 2 . This current was determined as follows (Morris et al. 1986 ): I ϭ gh(v ϩ 34), where h is an inactivation variable, which is described by dh/dt ϭ ( The detailed morphology of neuron 1 is as follows (Mainen and Sejnowski 1996) : the diameter and length of the soma were 25 m and 35 m, respectively, with a membrane area of 2747.9 m 2 . There were 11 primary neurites and 87 branches totaling 17,667.6 m in length and 52,996.2 m 2 in area, which were divided into 164 segments. All dendritic branches were divided into cylindrical compartments, each with a maximum length of 20 m. The detailed morphology of neuron 2 was as follows ): the diameter and length of the soma were 21 m and 30 m, respectively. There were 70 basal dendrites and 116 apical dendrites, which were divided into 11 segments for each compartment. The total membrane area of the basal dendrites was 10,071 m 2 , and that of the apical dendrites was 34,444 m 2 . The average segment length was 10 m. For both neurons, axial resistance and membrane resistance were 150 ⍀/cm and 30 k⍀/cm 2 , respectively, and the membrane capacitance was 0.75 F/cm 2 . Values of channel densities are given in Table 1 . Since Ca 2ϩ spikes predominantly initiate near the main bifurcation zone of distal tuft dendrites ), calcium conductance was increased to 3 pS/m 2 in the apical hot zone, which started about 400 m from the soma and extended for about 250 m to the tuft region. Each presynaptic input was modeled by using ␣-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid (AMPA) and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor conductances for excitation, and GABA A receptor conductance for inhibition. The unitary AMPA conductance transient was implemented using the built-in function Exp2Syn of NEURON, with 0.5 ms and 2 ms rise and decay time constants, respectively, a reversal potential of 0 mV, and a peak conductance of 0.1 nS. Unlike previous studies of NMDA receptor integration, the NMDA conductance was implemented based on the asymmetric trapping block model of NMDA receptors (Vargas-Caballero and Robinson 2004) , which captures the detailed time-dependence of magnesium block and unblock (significant components of which can take up to 10 ms), with a reversal potential of 0 mV and maximal conductance equivalent to 500 channels per synapse, each with 50 pS single-channel conductance, and each synaptic event consisting of a 1 mM, 1-ms step pulse of glutamate. Note, though, that peak channel probability during a depolarized state (at Ϫ20 mV) is only Ϸ0.05 for this model. Each inhibitory stimulus was modeled as a GABA A receptor conductance, which was also implemented using Exp2Syn, with 0.5 ms and 7 ms for the rise and decay time, respectively, a reversal potential of Ϫ70 mV, and a peak conductance of 1 nS. Stochastic timing of inputs was produced using the built-in NEURON function NetStim with a noise degree of 1, which generates a stationary Poisson process. All activated synapses were distributed uniformly by membrane area over the distal and basal dendrites (see Fig. 2C ).
Data were taken between 1,000 and 11,000 ms or between 1,000 and 21,000 ms of each simulation run, discarding initial transient dynamics. To validate the model, we confirmed that it could reproduce the temporal and spatial properties of sodium, calcium, and NMDA receptor spikes found experimentally in layer 5 pyramidal cells Larkum et al. 2001; Stuart et al. 1997) , including back-propagating (BP) sodium spikes in response to current injection in the apical dendrite (Stuart et al. 1997) , back-propagation activated calcium (BAC) spiking , and the capacity for local NMDA spikes in basal and fine distal apical dendrites ). These properties are illustrated for neuron 1 in Fig. 1 .
Spike times were detected as the times of positive-going crossings of a threshold of 0 mV. Calcium spikes were defined as events in which inward calcium current exceeded 0.1 nA. The total charge influx per calcium spike (see Fig. 7C ) was defined as the spatial integral of the calcium current summed over the apical tuft region during each detected calcium spike, during the period in which inward current exceeded 0.1 nA.
Modeling of short-term synaptic plasticity. To consider how the output of the layer 5 pyramidal cell is transmitted to downstream neurons, we used a mathematical model of short-term synaptic plasticity (Mongillo et al. 2008; Tsodyks and Markram 1997) . The model describes the dynamics of two variables x (0 Ͻ x Ͻ 1) and u (0 Ͻ u Ͻ 1), which represent the normalized amount of available transmitter and the fraction of transmitter released by each spike, respectively:
where U is a constant representing the baseline level of u; D is the time constant for recovery from depression; F is the time constant for recovery from facilitation; ␦ is the Dirac delta function; and t sp is the time of a presynaptic spike. The parameter values used in the simulation are U ϭ 0.9, D ϭ 30 ms, and F ϭ 1 ms. The amplitude of postsynaptic conductance change at each spike is proportional to the amount of transmitter release it causes, namely, u(t ϭ t sp Ϫ 0) ϫ x(t ϭ t sp Ϫ 0) (here "t sp Ϫ 0" means "immediately before t sp ") (see below). Excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs) were calculated according to the following equation:
where V is the membrane potential (mV); C m is the membrane capacitance (set to 0.5 nF); g leak is the leak conductance of the postsynaptic passive cell (25 nS); E leak is the reversal potential of the leak conductance (Ϫ70 mV); g AMPA (t) is the AMPA receptor channel-mediated synaptic conductance; and AMPA is the decay time constant of the AMPA conductance (2 ms).
Full code for the model will be made available on the ModelDB database (http://senselab.med.yale.edu/modeldb/). A: back-propagating (BP) sodium dendritic spike in response to somatic pulse stimulus current (Stuart et al. 1997) . B: forward-propagating (FP) sodium dendritic spike in response to a pulse current injected at a distal dendrite (Stuart et al. 1997) . C: calcium/N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor spikes recorded at the bifurcation point of the apical dendrite, in the hot-zone for calcium conductance. The stimulus consists of a cluster of 20 NMDA-only synapses (near electrode marked "stim", representing an extracellular stimulus electrode), whose total conductance increases from 0.1 nS to 0.8 nS in steps of 0.1 nS. The initial fast depolarizing transient is eliminated, and the prolonged plateau-like potential reduced in amplitude and duration when the peak conductance of sodium and calcium current are set to zero, still leaving, though, a nonlinearly activating slow potential: the NMDA receptor spike ). D: reproduction of calcium spikes as observed in Larkum et al. (2001) . An ␣-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid receptor current with rise time constant (2, 5, 10, 50 ms) and decay time constant 4 is applied in one distal dendrite (as indicated on the left). Slower currents selectively trigger back-propagation-activated calcium spikes, as observed experimentally.
RESULTS
The stimulus consisted of the following: 1) input in the distal dendrites, which is composed of asynchronous excitatory inputs whose onset times were generated by independent stationary Poisson processes, and inhibitory inputs generated by nonstationary Poisson processes with a common oscillatory modulation of rate (or without oscillation as a reference); 2) noisy background excitatory inputs in the basal dendrites, whose times are again generated by Poisson processes. One hundred and two hundred active excitatory synapses, each with a mean firing frequency of 3 Hz, were distributed among the basal and distal dendrites, respectively. The presynaptic spikes that generate oscillatory inhibition have a default fixed average frequency summed over the whole population of inhibitory synapses of 2,000/s and follow a Gaussian-like phase distribution resembling that during in vivo gamma oscillations (Hasenstaub et al. 2005; Morita et al. 2008) :
2 /2 2 }, where x ʦ [0,1], and 2 ϭ 5 (normalized units of phase), determining the degree of synchrony. The frequency (f) of modulation of firing rate was varied over the range 1 Hz to 80 Hz to investigate the dependence of firing on the frequency of concerted dendritic inhibition. To keep the local electrical effect at each synaptic site similar, we chose to keep the mean rate of presynaptic firing at each synapse equal to this modulation frequency, such that there was on average one spike per period of the oscillatory modulation at each synapse. This follows the assumption that, physiologically, different frequencies of oscillatory modulation of inhibition will actually be in proportion to the rates of firing at each active synaptic location. To keep the overall level of inhibition constant across different values of f, we set the number of active inhibitory synapses to 2,000/f, and it therefore varied from 25 (f ϭ 80) to 2,000 (f ϭ 1). These were always distributed evenly by membrane area through the apical dendritic arborization, and we also checked that fixing both the number of synapses and mean firing rate per synapse, and varying only the modulation frequency, gave essentially identical results (not shown). Figure 2A illustrates schematically the timing of conductance transients at different synaptic locations. Figure 2B shows examples of the total GABA A conductance integrated over the whole neuron at different modulation frequencies. Figure 2C shows the structure of the two different neuronal morphologies used (neurons 1 and 2), with the sites of input indicated. Frequency of oscillatory inhibition (Hz) Frequency of oscillatory inhibition (Hz) Neuron 1 Neuron 2 Fig. 2 . Resonance of the firing rate with the frequency of the population oscillation of distal inhibitory inputs. A: schematic illustration of the method for generating oscillatory inhibition. Individual presynaptic spike trains for each synapse are generated by a nonstationary Poisson process with a periodic modulation of spike probability (P), and an average rate per synapse of one spike per period. Each spike generates a stereotyped conductance (g) transient at each synaptic location (bottom panels). The conductance summed over all synapses shows a periodic modulation (right panel). B and C: oscillating inhibitory input of different frequencies (phase distribution variance 2 ϭ 5, total conductance shown in B) is applied to synapses distributed in the apical tuft region of pyramidal cell models (C), while applying random excitation to both apical and basal regions. D: frequency dependence of firing rate of the left neuron of C in response to periodic inhibition in distal apical dendrites. E: frequency dependence of firing rate of the right neuron of C in response to periodic inhibition in the distal apical dendrites. The preferred frequency occurs at around 10ϳ20 Hz for both neurons. The dashed line indicates the neuron's mean firing rate with basal and distal apical excitation, but without distal apical inhibition. The dotted line represents the neuron's mean firing rate with basal excitation only. The solid line indicates mean firing rate when the distal inhibition is asynchronous. Figure 2 , D and E, shows how the frequency of the common oscillatory modulation of the distal inhibitory inputs affects the output firing rate of the pyramidal cell also receiving distal apical and basal excitatory inputs, in each of the two different neurons studied. When the distal inhibition is asynchronous (but at the same mean overall rate of 2,000 events/s), or is modulated by either a very slow (e.g., 2 Hz) or a fast (Ͼ30 Hz) oscillation, the effect of distal apical excitatory inputs on the neuronal output activity is greatly reduced: the firing rate at these extremes of inhibition frequency is much closer to that in the absence of any distal apical excitation or inhibitory inputs (i.e., basal excitation only). In contrast, when the distal inhibition undergoes common oscillatory modulation at around 10ϳ20 Hz (-to ␤-frequencies), the firing rate approaches that observed with no distal inhibition (basal ϩ distal excitation only). Therefore, the impact of the distal excitatory inputs on the neuronal output activity is significantly changed by the frequency of the oscillatory modulation of the distal inhibitory inputs, producing maximal firing (and hence minimal impact of inhibition) at around 10 -20 Hz. This unimodal dependence represents a resonance of the firing rate with respect to the frequency of oscillatory inhibition.
To examine the effect of oscillatory modulation of the distal apical inhibition more generally, we varied the strengths of basal and distal apical inputs. Figure 3A shows the somatic firing frequency of neuron 1 plotted as a function of the frequency of active basal excitatory inputs, i.e., an "inputoutput" relationship for basal excitation. We examined six different configurations of distal input, as indicated: (case 1) basal excitation only, (case 2) basal excitation ϩ distal apical excitation, (case 3) basal excitation ϩ distal apical excitation ϩ distal apical asynchronous (Poisson) inhibition, (cases 4 -6) basal excitation ϩ distal excitation ϩ distal apical oscillatory inhibition (5, 15, and 40 Hz, for cases 4, 5, 6, respectively). The number of distal apical excitatory and inhibitory inputs, when applied, was as described in the METHODS. As seen in the figure, when the frequency of basal synapses is between 300 and 600, the firing frequency in case 3 (asynchronous inhibition) is the closest to case 1 (no distal apical excitatory or inhibitory inputs), whereas case 5 (15-Hz inhibition) is close to case 2 (distal apical excitation without inhibition), and cases 4 (5 Hz) and 6 (40 Hz) lie between case 3 (asynchronous) and case 5 (15 Hz). Therefore, oscillatory modulation of the distal apical inhibition at a frequency of around 15 Hz can drastically reduce its impact on the distal apical excitatory inputs, not only for the particular case shown in Fig. 2 , D and E (with 300 basal synaptic frequency), but also over a fairly wide range of strengths of basal excitation. We also examined cases where the frequency of distal excitatory synapses was halved (Fig.  3B ). With this reduced strength of distal excitation, asynchronous distal inhibition almost blocked the firing of the neuron entirely when basal excitation was absent (the leftmost point of the square-symbol plot in Fig. 3B ), whereas distal inhibition oscillating at 15 Hz allowed a considerable number of spikes to be generated by distal excitation alone (the leftmost point of the inverted-triangle plot in Fig. 3B , where basal excitatory input frequency is zero). In other words, in this scenario, distal excitatory inputs can induce significant firing activity in the absence of basal excitatory inputs only when the distal inhibitory inputs are modulated by a common oscillation at around 15 Hz, revealing an even stronger controlling effect of the oscillatory modulation of the distal inhibition. We also varied the strength (number of presynaptic spikes) of distal inhibition, while the strengths of basal and distal excitation were fixed (Fig. 3C ). As shown in the figure, the firing rate resonance becomes less prominent as the strength of distal inhibition decreases, but the resonant frequency remains around 10ϳ15 Hz, and the maximum firing rate is unaffected by the inhibitory strength. Increasing the number of inhibitory spikes while keeping the total conductance constant by reducing the size of the unitary conductance ( Fig. 3D ) (in effect smoothing the inhibitory conductance signal) slightly enhanced the degree of change in the firing rate. Again, though, neither the maximum firing rate nor the inhibitory frequency at which it occurs is altered. We further investigated how the degree of synchronization of the presynaptic inhibitory spikes affects the firing rate resonance, by varying the sharpness of the periodic phase distribution of the times of distal inhibitory inputs (Fig. 3E) . Essentially, this amounts to varying the amplitude of the distal inhibitory oscillations around the mean level. As seen in Fig.  3F , the pyramidal cell firing rate again resonates with the frequency of distal oscillatory inhibition in every case, while the peak frequency is slightly increased as the inhibitory inputs become more synchronized.
The peak frequency of the firing rate resonance represents the frequency at which the oscillating inhibition is rendered largely ineffective at diminishing output firing frequency. Resonance in neuronal responses has been studied extensively, in particular the influence of passive properties of the neuronal membrane (Cook et al. 2007a; Hu et al. 2009; Monai et al. 2010; Ulrich 2002) and of I h (Cook et al. 2007a (Cook et al. , 2007b Ulrich 2002) . It has been proposed (Hutcheon and Yarom 2000) that resonance in the subthreshold membrane potential occurs when the intrinsic low-pass filtering nature of the neuronal membrane is combined with currents which act as a high-pass filter. I h has been suggested to play such a role and is known to be present in distal dendrites (Berger et al. 2001; Kole et al. 2006; Williams and Stuart 2000) . We examined whether the observed resonance of the firing rate with the frequency of distal oscillatory inhibition might be driven by such membrane potential resonance, and whether it depends on I h . As seen in Fig. 4A , reducing I h to zero essentially eliminated the unimodal dependence or resonance, indicating that I h is critically involved. Moreover, doubling the amount of I h also reduced the extent of the resonance (more so in neuron 1, though, than in neuron 2; see Fig. 9 ), implying that there is an optimal level of I h for producing the strongest resonance.
As to the low-pass filtering characteristic of the neuronal membrane, it has been proposed that the speed of passive membrane potential responses could vary significantly along the somato-dendritic axis, with faster responses in the dendrite due to a lower membrane resistance than in the soma, so that the dendrite could resonate at a higher frequency than the soma (Monai et al. 2010 ). We measured considerably faster passive charging transients (in response to step currents, when voltage-dependent conductances are removed from the membrane) in the apical tuft (principal time constant Ϸ 10 ms) than in the soma (principal time constant Ϸ 20 ms) (not shown). We examined whether the location of inhibition affects the firing rate resonance in a manner consistent with the involvement of passive low-pass membrane potential filtering by applying oscillatory inhibition at the soma rather than in the distal apical tuft (Fig. 4B) . Specifically, we applied Poisson excitation (400 synapses) to the basal dendrites and oscillating inhibition to the soma (Fig. 4B, left) . We found that the firing rate still resonates with the frequency of oscillatory inhibition, but the peak frequency of oscillatory inhibition is markedly lower (6 Hz) than for the case of distal inhibition (10ϳ20 Hz: Fig. 2B ), regardless of variations in the number of presynaptic inhibitory spikes (Fig. 4B, right) . This is consistent with the idea that low-pass membrane potential filtering due essentially to the passive properties of the membrane, together with the high-pass characteristics endowed by I h account for the observed resonance of the firing rate. From these results (Fig. 4, A and B) , we conclude that a membrane potential resonance mechanism similar to that proposed by Hutcheon and Yarom (2000) is likely to underlie the firing rate resonance.
So far, however, we have addressed only the firing rate, whose relationship with the membrane potential is far from trivial. Therefore, in the following, we examine, in more detail, how resonance in the membrane potential could lead to the resonance in the firing rate. Figure 5A shows superimposed somatic and distal dendritic membrane potential waveforms, as the neuron receives distal random excitatory inputs and distal inhibitory inputs with different frequencies of oscillatory modulation, as indicated. When the frequency of the distal oscillatory inhibition is low (2 Hz) or high (25 Hz or 40 Hz), the somatic membrane potential shows clear burst firing: three or more action potentials are generated in quick succession with interspike intervals (ISIs) less than 20 ms, separated by pauses of typically a few hundreds of milliseconds between bursts. In contrast, when the frequency of the distal oscillatory inhibition is at the resonant frequency of 15 Hz (Fig. 2, D and E) , the strong burst firing almost disappears completely: most action potentials are generated singly or less frequently as doublets, and bursts consisting of three or more action potentials are rare. Figure 5B shows this point more clearly. ISI histograms show an increased proportion of short ISIs (Ͻ20 ms) at frequencies lower and higher than the resonance. Around the peak of the resonance (14 -22 Hz), though, a strong component of ISIs around the period of inhibitory modulation emerges. This reflects an increased tendency to fire only once or twice per cycle, during the troughs of oscillatory inhibition, and the proportion of long ISIs rises. The strong inhibition-evoked fluctuations of distal dendritic membrane potential (see e.g., the 15-Hz case in Fig. 5A ) at resonance appear to drive output spikes directly. Hence, two emerging questions are: what is the nature of the large fluctuations of distal dendritic membrane potential caused specifically by 15-Hz distal inhibition, and what is the relationship between such fluctuations and axosomatic action potential generation?
A crucial determinant of the dendritic membrane potential and resonant spike firing is dendritic I h , the hyperpolarization-activated cation conductance (Fig. 6 ). In the model, we found that brief trains of inhibitory input in the apical tuft at rest showed a hyperpolarizing response when recorded at the soma, similarly to those recorded experimentally (Berger et al. 2010 ), whose accommodation is removed and amplitude increased by blocking dendritic I h (not shown). If I h is omitted from the dendrite during oscillatory inhibition at the resonant frequency (Fig. 6A) , firing switches from the single-spiking mode characteristic of the resonance to a pattern of high-frequency bursts separated by longer silences. Detailed examination of the time course of I h at resonance (Fig. 6B) shows that it begins to activate strongly in the middle of the ISI, rising to a maximal inward level just before the next spike is initiated. During the period of its maximal activation, the voltage-dependent relaxation time constant of I h rises to a value comparable to the ISI (Fig. 6B, bottom trace) . It, therefore, participates strongly in spike generation, and the kinetics of its delayed activation are likely to be a significant factor in shaping its high-pass filtering effect. This can be seen by the effect of scaling the speed of I h by various factors (Fig. 6, C, D, and E) . The highest peak firing rate of single-spiking and sharpest resonance is obtained with the default kinetics. Speeding up the kinetics (multiplying h by 0.25 or 0.5) strongly attenuates Fig. 4 . Evidence that resonance in the membrane potential underlies the observed resonance of the firing rate. A: effect of peak conductance (g h ) of hyperpolarization-activated current (I h ) on the frequency-dependence of the firing rate. Appearance of a peak at 10 -20 Hz is sensitive to the value of g h (right panel shows a series of finer steps of 2 pS/m 2 ). B: oscillatory inhibition is applied to soma rather than to distal dendrites. The left panel show the configuration of the stimulus: Poisson excitatory input and oscillating inhibitory input are applied to the basal dendrites and soma, respectively. The right panel shows the firing rate resonance, for three different levels of mean inhibitory spike frequency (cf. Fig. 3C ). In each case, the firing rate peaks when the somatic inhibition oscillates at around 6 Hz, a markedly lower frequency than for distal oscillatory inhibition.
the peak firing rate, while slowing the kinetics only slightly affects it. There is an overall trend for the peak resonance frequency to shift to lower frequencies as I h kinetics is slowed. The switch toward single-spiking at resonance is seen in all cases. Thus, although the existence of the resonance depends on I h , and its form is shaped by the properties of I h , the resonance remains in the beta frequency range over a 16-fold range in the scaling of I h time constant around the default value.
An interaction between distal dendritic excitation and inhibition is necessary to generate resonance. When the pyramidal cell receives excitation to the basal dendrites and 15-Hz oscillatory inhibition to the tuft dendrites, but no excitation to the tuft (Fig. 7A,  left) , the distal dendritic membrane potential exhibits prominent oscillation at the frequency of the applied distal oscillatory inhibition (15 Hz), which curtails strong oscillations of I h . However, compared with the case in which the tuft dendrites receive both inhibition and excitation (Fig. 5A) , the amplitude of the distal dendritic membrane potential oscillation is subthreshold, and crucially, it is now decoupled from the neuronal action potential generation, which exhibits the same characteristic of burst firing as appears with no distal inhibitory input (Fig. 7A, right) .
Given the essential involvement of excitatory inputs to the distal tuft dendrites in the resonant firing, we surmised that generation of nonlinear NMDA receptor-generated spikes ("NMDA spikes"), which have recently been revealed as a ; D) , and the average number of spikes per event [bursts (ISIs Ͻ 20 ms) or isolated spikes; E], for different frequencies of the inhibitory oscillation (horizontal axis), with different time constants of I h as indicated. Note that switching from bursting to nonbursting with the inhibitory oscillation at around beta frequencies is maximal when the time constant of I h takes its original value (third panel); switching is also fairly prominent when I h is 2ϫ original value. The peak of resonance shifts to lower frequencies as the speed of I h decreases. prominent feature of the tuft dendrites ), could play a key role in the slow dendritic spikes and the change of the firing pattern. To confirm this idea, we examined the flow of NMDA current when the pyramidal cell receives basal dendritic excitation, distal dendritic 15-Hz inhibition, and distal dendritic excitation (Fig. 7B) . As expected, large NMDA receptor current flows in almost every oscillation cycle, indicating that the transients of distal dendritic membrane potential (Fig. 5A, 15 Hz) reflect the generation of an NMDA spike with almost every oscillation cycle. As to be expected, these events are actually driven by a mixture of NMDA receptor current and voltage-dependent calcium channel current, but with NMDA receptor current outweighing the calcium channel current in the distal dendrites. NMDA spikes typically last for 20 -50 ms, although their duration is variable, being a complex function of the amount of receptor activation by glutamate and the counteracting action of potassium conductances (Antic et al. 2010; Larkum et al. 2009; Milojkovic et al. 2005; Schiller et al. 2000) . Therefore, NMDA spikes can be generated with every oscillation cycle in the resonant frequency range, but possibly not at much higher frequencies, helping to give a specific amplification of depolarizing transients at resonance. In line with this, we found that the average size of large (Ͼ0.1 nA inward current) NMDA current transients peaks at around this frequency range ( Fig. 7C) . The amount of calcium influx through voltage-dependent calcium channels per calcium spike goes through a minimum at the resonant frequency, reflecting the narrowing of the calcium spike at resonance (Fig. 7D ). Taking these observations together, we propose that I h -dependent resonant oscillation in the distal dendritic membrane potential at around 15 Hz can be amplified into NMDA/calcium spikes to sharpen the resonance of firing rate with frequency of distal oscillating inhibition. A remaining question is how successive generation of NMDA spikes can drastically change the firing pattern of pyramidal cell from bursting to nonbursting. Mutual excitation of the dendritic region and the soma can, in general, lead to repetitive burst firing, as for example in "ghost" bursting (Doiron et al. 2002) . Specifically, in layer 5 pyramidal neurons, calcium spikes in the apical dendrite can cause axo-somatic bursts, in so-called BAC spiking ). This kind of bursting is seen in our simulations at nonresonant frequencies and for Poisson inhibition of distal inhibition. However, during the resonance, it appears that a different phenomenon takes over, in which NMDA spikes are initiated at the troughs of inhibition, but curtailed by the ensuing rise in inhibition. As noted above, these dendritic slow action potentials actually involve a mixture of NMDA receptor and voltage-dependent calcium currents, and this excitation can propagate forward, triggering single somatic spikes. In line with this, we observed that the onset of these dendritic NMDA/ calcium spikes tends to precede the onset of somatic action potentials during 15-Hz distal oscillatory inhibition (Fig. 8A) . During stationary Poisson distal inhibition (Fig. 8C) , both forward-propagating (FP) and BP spikes are observed. To quantify this, we measured the numbers of FP and BP action potentials, defined by the relative onset times of action potentials in the soma and the dendrite. As shown in Fig. 8B , when there is only excitatory input to basal dendrites, or basal excitation and 15-Hz distal oscillatory inhibition (corresponding to Fig. 7A , right and left, respectively), most of the spikes are BP, in line with the BAC bursting mechanism described above. When the pyramidal cell receives excitatory inputs also in the distal dendrite, most APs remain BP, if distal inhibitory inputs are asynchronous, despite occasional FP events, again consistent with the bursting firing pattern observed in that condition (Fig. 8C) . In contrast, when the pyramidal cell receives basal excitation, 15-Hz distal oscillatory inhibition, and distal excitation, most action potentials are FP. Note that FP single action potentials are also observed experimentally when stimulating apical dendrites with high levels of naturalistically fluctuating conductance (Williams 2004) . We varied the strengths of basal dendritic excitation and have confirmed that this difference in the ratio of FP and BP action potentials for asynchronous vs. 15-Hz distal inhibition persists over a wide range of conditions (Fig. 8D) . Thus NMDA/calcium spikes in the distal dendrite can amplify the subthreshold membrane potential resonance to generate reliable somatic spiking with each period of the inhibitory oscillation. We have shown that distal dendritic inhibition and its frequency have a significant effect on the firing rate, as well as the firing pattern of layer 5 pyramidal cells. To confirm the robustness of our findings to cell-to-cell variation in morphology, we used the morphology of another layer 5 pyramidal cell (Fig. 2C, neuron 2) , with the same conductances, and found that the essential features of the phenomenon, including its dependence on I h , were the same for this morphology (Fig. 9) . So far, we have considered responses to maintained synaptic inputs of stationary or periodic statistical properties. In the awake behaving animal, however, cortical activity and synaptic input to cortical neurons is episodic and highly variable, and important features of cortical neural responses occur within a few hundred milliseconds of an input event. The response of a neuron to strong fluctuations in the input might also show state-dependence or hysteresis. We therefore examined the transient behavior of these models, to the onset of synaptic input (Fig. 10) . First, we studied what happens when distal excitatory inputs are initially off, but turn on abruptly at a certain time point (Fig. 10, A-C) . Switching on the distal excitation increases the firing rate, but does not affect the ongoing burst firing pattern if the cell is receiving asynchronous distal inhibition (Fig. 10A ) or no distal inhibition (Fig.  10C) . However, the firing pattern rapidly (within 250 ms) switches from bursting to nonbursting after initiation of distal excitation, if the cell receives 15-Hz oscillatory distal inhibition (Fig. 10B) . There is no observable transient phase of different dynamics, and the response did not noticeably depend on the state of the neuron at the time of transition. Thus amplified nonburst firing is a rapid and reliable response to a transient increase in distal excitation. Since recurrent inhibition mediated by Martinotti cells is suggested to develop gradually over time due to short-term synaptic facilitation (Kapfer et al. 2007; Silberberg and Markram 2007) , and oscillatory synchronization via electrical coupling will also take time to develop, we also examined the case in which the strength of distal inhibitory inputs, as well as the magnitude of their oscillatory modulation at 15 Hz, develops gradually in time (Fig. 10D) , which may be expected to more closely reflect the actual situation in vivo. As shown in Fig. 10D , the firing pattern of the pyramidal cell also switches from bursting to nonbursting as distal inhibition grows, as expected, further supporting the possibility that the amplified nonburst firing is a robust phenomenon in the cortex of behaving animals.
During periods of high network activity, there is a high level of synaptic input, dominated by inhibition in the perisomatic region (Destexhe et al. 2001 (Destexhe et al. , 2003 , which could conceivably alter or disrupt the resonance mechanism. We therefore carried out simulations in which the dendritic inhibition is accompanied by powerful shunting inhibition in the basal dendrites near the soma, either random (Fig. 11A ) or oscillating at a gamma frequency (40 Hz, Fig. 11B ). In each case, we found that, despite an overall depression of firing rate as expected from the additional inhibition, a sharp beta-frequency resonance is maintained, with a similar switch to single-mode spiking at the peak of the resonance. This result supports the conclusion that this phenomenon is determined by integration in the apical dendrite and also demonstrates that it is robust against conditions of high somatic conductance.
DISCUSSION
The primary finding of this study is that the impact of inhibitory synaptic inputs onto the apical tuft dendrites of layer 5 pyramidal neurons can be drastically affected by oscillatory synchronization of this inhibition and its frequency. Whereas asynchronous inhibition largely cancels out the facilitatory effects of distal apical excitatory inputs while sparing a bursting firing pattern, inhibition synchronously oscillating at around 10ϳ20 Hz leaves excitation effective in terms of firing rate, but disrupts bursting, and promotes a single-spiking mode. This phenomenon critically depends on the hyperpolarization-activated cation current (I h ) dependent resonance of dendritic membrane potential, in line with previous suggestions. However, we also found a novel role of distal dendritic NMDA spikes as an amplifier of this resonance. Specifically, because the time course of the NMDA spike matches the period of I h -dependent membrane potential resonance, an NMDA spike is generated for almost every cycle of oscillation and boosted by voltage-dependent calcium current and then forward-propagates to drive an axo-somatic sodium spike.
Realism of the model. The current model goes beyond previous models of the layer 5 pyramidal cell synaptic integration in several important aspects. First, it includes an accurate model of the activation and time-dependence of NMDA receptor current at excitatory synapses, which takes into account the detailed timing of magnesium block and unblock (VargasCaballero and Robinson 2004) . Second, it reproduces the essential features of the known excitability mechanisms in pyramidal cell dendrites: BP and FP sodium spikes, calcium spikes, and NMDA receptor spikes, with realistic timing and membrane potential dependence (see Fig. 1 ). Third, we activate the model with synapses distributed over distal tuft dendrites and systematically examine the effect of different frequencies of modulation and synchrony of distal inhibition. We examined two different cell morphologies and found similar behavior in both (see Figs. 2 and 9 ); thus the conclusions should not be dependent on particular features of an individual cell, but appear to be generic for layer 5 pyramidal cells.
A potentially important mechanism, which was not included in the model, is GABA B receptor activation, which can inhibit calcium action potentials in the apical dendrite very effectively. However, its timescale is very slow relative to that of beta oscillations, and the level of GABA B inhibition should therefore be essentially at a steady state during maintained periods of inhibition. We carried out some additional simulations in which additional hyperpolarizing GABA B inhibition, activated synchronously and at the same locations as the GABA A inhibition, was modeled according to Bazhenov et al. (1998) , using total conductance values between 1 nS and 100 nS, without affecting the resonance (not shown).
Resonance in neurons: consistency with previous studies and novel aspects. Membrane potential resonance has been reported in many neuron types (Cook et al. 2007a; Higgs and Spain 2009; Hu et al. 2009; Hutcheon and Yarom 2000; Narayanan and Johnston 2007; Richardson et al. 2003) . It has been proposed that membrane potential resonance can be generated through an interplay between slow negative feedback currents (delayed K ϩ or I h ) acting as a high-pass filter and the intrinsic low-pass filtering nature of the membrane (Hutcheon and Yarom 2000) . The firing rate resonance observed in the present study was shown to be sensitive to the I h current (Fig. 4A) , consistent with this suggestion. It has been further shown that I h -dependent resonance becomes more prominent when inputs are applied at more distant locations in the dendrites from the soma (Cook et al. 2007a (Cook et al. , 2007b Ulrich 2002) owing to the increasing density of I h (Magee 1998) , and, accordingly, the resonant frequency may be increased in more distal dendrites (Hu et al. 2009; Narayanan and Johnston 2007) . Also, a recent study (Monai et al. 2010 ) predicted through analytical investigation of the cable equation that distal apical dendrites of cortical cells may show resonance at a high frequency simply through their passive membrane properties. In the present study, when synaptic inputs were distributed all over the apical tuft dendrites, including the most distal branches, the resonant frequency (around 10ϳ20 Hz: Figs. 2, 5, and 6) was higher than that observed in previous studies [3ϳ12 Hz in Hu et al. (2009) , 1ϳ10 Hz in Cook et al. (2007a) , around 6 Hz in Ulrich (2002) ], in which input was applied to the main apical trunk or the middle region of the apical tuft dendrites, but not to the most distal branches, whereas resonant frequency was shown to be significantly decreased when the inhibition was applied to the soma (Fig. 4B) . These results are, therefore, consistent with the prediction for a higher resonant frequency at more distal dendritic locations, either as a result of a higher density of I h or faster passive membrane potential responses or both. However, in addition to this, we found a novel and strong amplification mechanism. Specifically, I hdependent resonance in the distal dendritic membrane potential can be amplified by voltage-dependent NMDA conductance, leading to repetitive generation of NMDA spikes (Fig. 7) , when and only when the distal dendrites receive glutamatergic excitation in addition to oscillatory inhibition. The fact that the duration of the NMDA spike matches the period of I h -dependent resonance is important for this process. We further found that NMDA spikes generated in the distal dendrites blend into voltage-dependent Ca 2ϩ spikes in the thick apical trunk, which forward-propagate to the soma, causing a switch from burstgenerating dynamics based on back-propagation of action potentials to single-spiking (Fig. 8) . The consequence of this is the drastic change of the firing pattern of the pyramidal cell from bursting to nonbursting in response to distal inhibition oscillating at around 10ϳ20 Hz (Fig. 5, A and B) . This change of the firing pattern, from relatively infrequent bursts to reliable single firing on each cycle, is what leads to the resonance of the firing rate with the frequency of distal oscillatory inhibition (Fig. 2, D and E) . A recent study of firing in layer 5 pyramidal neurons of somatosensory cortex in awake rat (de Kock and Sakmann 2008) shows frequent switching between single-spiking and short bursts of several spikes at frequencies of 100 Hz or more, consistent with this scenario.
Functional implications. Whereas most previous studies regarding resonance in neural responses have considered oscillatory excitation or extracellular stimulation, we have focused on the question of oscillatory modulation of inhibition. This allows us to link the resonance phenomena which we have characterized to the much-debated question of synchronization of inhibitory neurons. It has been suggested previously that synchrony of inhibition at gamma frequencies could, for example, be a mechanism for attentional gain modulation in the cortex (Tiesinga et al. 2004 ). Here, we have addressed the possible effects of synchronous oscillation of the dendritetargeting Martinotti, somatostatin-positive, LTS cells. The capability of the LTS cells to oscillate synchronously at around 10ϳ30 Hz has been indicated by calculating phase-response curves using the dynamic-clamp conductance injection technique (Mancilla et al. 2007 ). Also, it has been shown that the somatostatin-positive cells can fire rhythmically at around 3ϳ10 Hz, often synchronously (Fanselow et al. 2008) The short-term depressing synapse enhances the resonance by about a factor of two. C-E: schematic diagrams of the effect of firing patterns on downstream neurons. C: a layer 5 pyramidal cell (gray pyramid) receives excitatory inputs (red arrows) to the basal (bottom) and distal apical tuft (top) dendrites and sends its output to downstream neuron, which is either integrator (bottom left), burst-detector (bottom right), or resonator at ␤-frequencies (bottom center). Electrically coupled GABAergic Martinotti/low-threshold spiking (LTS) cells (light gray) form synaptic contacts on the distal apical dendrites. In the absence of distal inhibition, the pyramidal cell shows burst firing (bottom right waveform). D: when the pyramidal cell receives asynchronous inhibition from the Martinotti cells onto the tuft dendrites (blue arrows), the firing rate decreases while burst firing persists. Consequently, transmission to the downstream integrator and the burst-detector both become weakened. E: in contrast, when inhibitory inputs to the pyramidal tuft dendrites oscillate at around 15 Hz due to the synchronous activation of Martinotti cells (wavy arrows), the firing rate is not diminished, and the firing pattern changes from bursting to nonbursting, entrained at the same frequency. Consequently, downstream integrator firing is undiminished, ␤-resonator firing is switched on, and the burstdetector is switched off.
persistently fire at an average 11 Hz during up states (Fanselow and Connors 2010) . A recent modeling study (Vierling-Claassen et al. 2010) suggests that the LTS cells are responsible for the observed enhancement of the power of lower frequency oscillations (8 Hz) of local field potential by optogenetic stimulation of pyramidal cells in vivo (Cardin et al. 2009 ).
Recently, an electrode array study has shown that carbacholinduced activity in prefrontal cortex slices involves oscillations in superficial layers with a peak frequency of 15 Hz, which are independent of oscillations in deep layers, and that layer 5 pyramidal cells can synchronize their spikes to this superficial rhythm (van Aerde et al. 2009 ). In the hippocampus, also, cholinergically induced and electrically stimulated beta oscillations are substantially larger in the superficial layer and appear to be produced by a population of GABAergic interneurons projecting to the apical dendrites of the pyramidal neurons, analogously to the Martinotti cells (Pouille and Scanziani 2004; Shimono et al. 2000) . It is thus quite conceivable that inhibitory inputs to the distal apical dendrites of the pyramidal cell will entail oscillatory modulation at around 10ϳ20 Hz, the resonant frequency predicted from the present study, under certain physiological conditions. Recently, it has been shown that upper-layer somatostatinexpressing interneurons are active during quiet wakefulness, but are hyperpolarized, at least at early stages, during sensory responses, unlike other classes of neurons (Gentet et al. 2012) . The activity pattern during quiet wakefulness is bursty with an average firing rate of Ϸ5 Hz, but with bursts of two or three spikes at higher rates. If these are synchronous among somatostatin-expressing neurons, the resonance that we describe might be involved in controlling the gain of the distal dendrites during quiet wakefulness, which would fluctuate in a complex manner. It is also of interest that, in the motor cortex, layer 5B, corticospinal pyramidal neurons have significantly larger I h than in other layer 5 pyramidal cells (Sheets et al. 2011) . Coherent beta activity in the motor cortex and the muscles is known to diminish or disappear during motor preparation and execution (Baker et al. 1997; Tzagarakis et al. 2010) , appearing more prominently when at rest or during steady contractions following a movement (Baker 2007) . It is also known that excessive beta activity is correlated with motor deficit in Parkinson's disease (Brown 2007; Hammond et al. 2007 ). Gating of beta oscillations in the motor cortex thus appears to be associated with control of movement, and it is possible that this involves an I h -tuned resonance in the dendrites of layer 5B pyramidal cells.
The predicted changes in the firing rate and pattern of pyramidal cells in response to oscillatory distal inhibition may have a significant influence on the signal transmission to downstream neurons. This should be expected to depend on short-term plasticity of the output synapses of the pyramidal neuron, as well as on the integrative properties of downstream neurons. For example, short-term depressing synapses (Fig.  12A) suppress the response to fast bursts, and this leads to an even sharper resonance in downstream EPSPs than in the firing rate (Fig. 12B) . As to the integrative properties of downstream neurons, we can consider three different types: "integrator" neurons which sum excitation over relatively long periods, "resonator" neurons (Izhikevich et al. 2003) preferentially firing in response to input frequencies in the beta range, and "burst-detector" neurons which are specifically excited by burst inputs [candidates include corticospinal synapses (Meng et al. 2004) , and see also Polsky et al. (2009) ], as shown diagrammatically in Fig. 12 . In the absence of distal inhibition, integrator and burst-detector downstream neurons will be strongly driven (Fig. 12C) , and in the case of the corticospinal system, this might lead to initiation of a movement. Asynchronous distal inhibition will reduce the drive to both of these types of neurons (Fig. 12D) . Oscillating distal inhibition at the resonant frequency, on the other hand, will reduce the drive to burst-detectors and strongly drive both resonators and integrators (Fig. 12E) . In corticospinal or pyramidal-tract-projecting neurons in the motor cortex, this could correspond to the coherent ␤-rhythms in the cortex and muscles at rest or during maintained contractions following a movement (Baker 2007) . Optogenetic approaches similar to those used recently to demonstrate the role of FS cells in gamma oscillations (Cardin et al. 2009; Sohal et al. 2009 ) should be able to test these predictions experimentally in the near future.
